
“My work demanded heavy 

computer use and was being 

greatly affected by not being 

able to see the screen ...“ 

My name is LeeAnne Williams.  At age 44 I was        

diagnosed with Fuchs Endothelial  Dystrophy, a             

disease which causes progressively blurred vision by 

fluid  accumula#on and  swelling in the cornea. Le%            

untreated, it can ul#mately result in blindness.  This 

was a very frightening thing to be told, par#cularly 

since no one else in my family had this and no one I 

knew had even heard of it.  For the first few years I   

was able to get by without too much trouble, but as 

#me went on my vision gradually became worse.  

When I awoke every morning my vision was foggy      

and there were halos around any light source – which 

at first would gradually improve during the day, but       

ul#mately did not.   

My work demanded heavy computer use and was     

being greatly affected by not being able to see the 

screen without being very close to it.   I became unable 

to read things wri+en or projected on a screen across a 

room and could  not read street signs un#l I was right 

next to or (in the case of an expressway) almost passing 

beneath them.  There  were many #mes I felt I should 

not be driving at all, and night driving was even worse 

with the glare of oncoming headlights and halos 

around traffic lights and street signs.  

In 2013 the vision in my le% eye began to deteriorate           

rapidly and to blister from swelling of the cornea.  At 

that point surgery became unavoidable.  That spring I 

received my first corneal transplant.  Close to two years 

later, I had my right eye done.   The difference this has 

made in my life is amazing.   I no longer have “foggy 

mornings”, and can see traffic lights and street signs 

clearly.  I can read my computer screen from a very 

comfortable distance, and clearly see television from 

across the room.  I am no longer embarrassed by     

having to ask someone to tell me what is  on the       

projec#on screen in a mee#ng, or not being able to 

recognize someone’s face from a distance because of 

light glare.  It has quite literally given me a new outlook 

on life! 

 

Working on a computer was once difficult due to LeeAnne’s 

diminishing eyesight from Fuchs Endothelial Dystrophy.       

Volunteer work on a computer wouldn’t have been possible 

without the selfless gi# of eye/ cornea dona%on. 

March is Na�onal Eye Donor Month.  Corneas are                   

con#nually needed for both transplant and research              

purposes, not just this month but all year.  Even if you          

have never thought about it before, I deeply encourage           

you to consider bestowing the gi% of eyesight in your 

final wishes.  Unless one has experienced it, it truly is 

not possible to convey the incredible wonder of having 

clear vision restored a%er years of failing eyesight,       

and being able to once again do the things that were 

becoming difficult to impossible. 

To others like myself who have already been the          

recipient of such a gi%, consider wri#ng a le+er of 

thanks to the donor family, which your local Eye Bank 

will anonymously deliver for you.  It can be a source of 

great comfort to the donor family in their #me of loss to 

know what a wonderful change their loved one’s          

dona#on has made in someone’s life. I know I will be 

eternally grateful for my two donors’ selfless gi%s.   

 

 

 


